
PWAs are the latest in mobile tech that result in higher adoption and engagement rates for brands. PWAs are 
web-based experiences that look and function just like a native app, but they don’t require an app store 
download.

Transitioning to Progressive Web Apps

Brands Seeing Results
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By 2020, PWAs will replace 50 percent of general-purpose, 
consumer-facing mobile apps — Gartner1

17% increase in conversions3 Doubled daily active users265% increase in pages per 
session4

Personalization used to be a “nice to have”, but today’s consumers have made it clear that it’s now a 
non-negotiable. Whether it comes in the form of a location-based push notification or a personalized 
recommendation, consumers are expecting tailor-made mobile experiences.

Consumers Craving Personalization

Telling Trends

Chatbots + Facebook Messenger

Location-based searches without the 
qualifier “near me” have grown 150% 

over the past 2 years

83 percent of customers say they would have a more positive view of 
a brand that delivered personalized loyalty messaging — Vibes7

It may seem futuristic to think that browsing the internet doesn’t require a screen, but you’re already doing it 
every time you ask Alexa what the weather will be like this weekend, or how long it will take you to get to work 
today. Soon, consumers will expect their voice searches to transfer to mobile without so much as a tap.

Embracing Voice-Command as a Jumping off Point

30 percent of browsing sessions will be screenless by 2020
— Gartner6

With tech’s biggest players recently releasing platforms for building Augmented Reality (AR) experiences, 
brands are starting to create some amazing experiences–like AR scavenger hunts, virtual makeup counters, 
and more!

Mixing the Physical and Digital Worlds

Released: September 2017
Brands Using It: PGA Tour, Star Wars, and IKEA

Released: February 2018
Brands Using It: Wayfair, eBay, and Sony Pictures

AR and VR will generate $67.3 billion of revenue by 2021
— BizznessApps5

Hey Google.  What time is 
our dinner reservation?

Your dinner reservation is at  
6:30.  It will take about 20 

minutes to get there. Would 
you like directions?

AI is more than robots and machine learning–it’s a powerful tool for creating 1:1 relationships with your 
customers. Brands today are already implementing AI-powered chatbots that allow customers to text with a 
brand instead of requiring a frustrating call to a support line. 

More AI-driven Communication

’Smart Agent’ chatbots will manage 50 percent of mobile 
interactions by 2020 — Gartner9

Ask CNN for the news
Ask Whole Foods for a recipe

Ask Spotify for a playlist

Ask Aerie for style inspiration

2/3 of smartphone users are more likely to 
purchase from companies whose mobile sites or 

apps use customer information based on 
location

MOBILE TRENDS TO WATCH
A successful mobile strategy is two-pronged: it has to, first and foremost, take into account what your 

customer needs, and when they’ll need it in terms of their journey with your brand; then, it has to 
implement innovative technologies that will ultimately help meet those customer needs. It’s a two way 

street; you need both customer-centric goals and mobile-centric technology to truly deliver. That’s why 
we’ve boiled down some of the major trends in consumer behaviors and the latest technological 

advances that will help get you on the right track for your mobile strategy. 


